Encounter Cards

Building Costs

Skills from Investments

Adaptability (2/10): Trade (3)
of one resource for (1)
investment.
Coping Skills (5/10): Lose (1)
less Investment level of your
choice during each fight.

Survivor (2/10): If you die (
= 0/10),
this allows you to survive with 1/10 Life,
but drains your
level to 1/10.

TRO (5/10): If you die (

= 0/10), this

allows you to survive with 3/10
drains your

, but

level to 1/10.

CAR  (10/10) – Required to win.

Broker (2/10): Purchase (1) level

Swap (2/10): You may offer to trade

Safety Plan (3/10): Lose (1) less

of ANY investment for (3)

(1) of your investment levels for (1) of
another player’s investment levels during
your turn
Gifts (4/10): Collect (1) encounter card
if you do not collect any resource cards on
a roll.

level from every fight, if applicable.
Health Insurance (6/10): Collect (1)

.

Financial Advisor (5/10):
Purchase (1) level of ANY
investment for (2)
.

JOB  (10/10) – Required to win.

from the bank if you lose a
level.

HOME  (10/10) - Required to win.

X: PLAY FOR YOUR LIFE
The Goal
How?
Set-up:
Collecting
resources:
Investing:

Resources &
investments

Fights

Debt

Death
Encounter
cards
Friends & X
tiles

(GAME RULES)

You are in a relationship. Get out by the 10th fight or you die.
To escape & win, accumulate 10/10 of the investments: Life, Savings, and Autonomy.
Choose a letter (A, B, C, D). Place a “House” (big circle) on the capitalized letter and
an “Apartment” (small circle) on the lower case letter.
Each building has 3 adjacent resources, each with a number. Collect that resource
when the number on it is rolled. Houses collect (2) of an adjacent resource,
apartments collect (1) of an adjacent resource.
Collect resources and store them as investments on your turn. (i.e. 2x Health
[resource] = 1 Life [investment]). Each investment has helpful skills that you gain as
you build up your investment level. Once you have 10/10 for an investment, fights
will not drain that investment (however, you can still lose levels if the investment
above is drained). Additional resources for that investment can be stored in any of
the investments. (i.e. If Life is 10/10, then 2x Health can be used to gain a level of
Autonomy).
Resources can be invested (Information -> Education, Opportunity -> Autonomy,
Friends & Family -> Community, Money -> Savings, Health -> Life) or can be used to
build apartments, upgrade an apartment to a house, make a friend or buy an
encounter card. See building costs on the gameboard or scorecards.
When any player rolls a “7,” all players experience a fight in their relationship. All
players draw Fight cards (number of cards is based on how many fights you’ve
experienced) and read them aloud. Alter your investment levels according to the
fight card instructions.
If an investment is drained below 0/10 by a fight, take the remainder from the
investment located beneath it on your scorecard AND lose any resources you had in
your hand.
If your Life is ever drained to 0/10, you die. All other players lose (2) levels of
Community in their grief.
When any player rolls a “2” or a “12” on their turn, all players get to roll for an
encounter card (see bottom left of board).
“X” tiles prevent you from collecting resources. Friends remove an “X” tile, but you
also lose your friend. You may remove other players’ “X” tiles to be nice.

Fight #
# of Fight Cards to draw

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

1

3

3

4

5

4

6

You lose.

Relationship Stages of Change
Denial: “I do not think my relationship is abusive.”
Precontemplation

Minimization: “It’s not that bad.”
Defending batterer: “It’s my fault.” or “I earned it.”
Hopelessness: “I am powerless to change it.”

Contemplation

Awareness: “I see problems in my relationship but I do not
know what to do about it.”
Information Seeking: “What can I do differently?”
Anxiety: “What if...” “How could I possibly manage...”

Preparation

Planning: “I would like to change or leave my relationship but
I am not ready to take action yet.”
Publicly acknowledges intent to leave (to trusted
individuals/organizations.)

Action

Committed to the change: “I did it! (I have made a lasting
change or left my relationship recently.)”
Very busy time. Keeping appointments/communication may
be difficult.

Maintenance

Termination

Consistency: “I have made a change and am continuing to
reinforce that change with additional activities (i.e. therapy,
support groups, hobbies, etc.) and actions (e.g. finalizing
divorce/custody arrangements.)”
Confidence: “There is no chance of reverting to the way
things were before.”
Possible activities include: Obtaining protective order, filing
police report, volunteer helping other women escape abuse.

This is a draft. The algorithm may be modified and references added.

STAGE-MATCHED INTERVENTIONS
Pre-Contemplation
•
•
•
•

Acknowledge lack of
readiness.
Define your role.
Document
observations/interacti
ons
Develop safety plan.

Contemplation
•
•

Provide information
and report experiences
with other patients.
Danger Assessment/
Safety Plan

Preparation
•
•
•
•

Review safety plan.
Help patient set a
date.
Provide information
and referrals.
Ask how you can help.

Action
•
•
•
•

Schedule follow-up
visit
Referrals.
Reinforce the changes
that have been helpful.
Encourage reflection
and re-evaluation.

Maintainence
•
•

Assess whether
patient is
contemplating return.
Help build
maintenance
strategies.

Termination
•
•

Same as above.
May recommend
outreach or protective
actions.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

“No one deserves to be hit or abused.”
“As your doctor, my job is to keep you as safe and healthy as
possible.”
“Your autonomy is important. I will never pressure you to
change or leave your relationship.”
“Ideally, what changes would you like to see in regards to your
relationship?”
“Have you ever tried to make a change in the past? What
happened?”
“Are there any major fights or incidents that happened since I
last saw you? Would you like to write them down?”
“What kind of support do you need to be effective in making
this change?”
“Support is available. I can put you in touch with the people
who can help you access support and resources you might
need.”
“Last time I saw you, you said you wanted to make [XYZ]
change. How is that going?”
“Would it be ok if we reviewed your danger assessment and
safety plan this visit?”
“This is a stressful time for many people. How are you holding
up?”
“How effectively are you maintaining the change?”
“Are there any positive changes you’ve experienced as a result
of your experience in your relationship?”
“What strategies have you found to be most effective at
maintaining change?

“Many women become interested in helping others in similar
situations. Are you interested in doing that?”

“Filing for a TRO or protective order has been shown to be
helpful in many ways. Let me know if you’d like to talk about
that.
may continue
be modified
references
This is a draft. The algorithm will
to beand
changed,
and added.
references added.

